
     

 

3791 RED MAPLE CIRCLE 

DELRAY BEACH FLORIDA 33445 

   

January 22, 2019                                                                               VIA FAX 499 8625 

Delaire Country Club Inc. 

4645 Cedar Lane 

Delray Beach Florida 33445 

ATTENTION: Judy Singer Chair of the Grievance Committee 

Dear Mrs. Singer, 

Pursuant to Article XII of the Delaire Country Club’s Inc. By-Laws, this letter is a formal 

complaint from this mandatory member and partial owner of Delaire Country Club Inc. against 

Member Mark Zucker who in his capacity as the moderator of a publicized open discussion 

group on January 21, 2019 a Club sponsored event, did willfully prevent my son Dr. Lawrence 

Rosenberg from participation. Mr. Zucker claimed that my son was not a member of the Club 

((he is noted as a one downer which does give him members privileges and legally is a member) and was 

barred from participation on a Club sponsored program. It must be noted that  the “open” 

discussion was publicized on January 18th, 2019 as noted below and send via e-mail to every 

individual on the Delaire e-mail program without any mention of any restrictions as such other 

than it is an  informal  session an open invitation to everyone that received such a notice. The 

message send is as follows: 

“The next informal, open “sit-down discussion” with me will be on Monday, January 21 from 9:30 to 

11:00 AM in the men’s card room. There is no agenda; just bring a cup of coffee from the bagel room and 

have your questions and comments ready so we can discuss them”. 

 Since the discussion publicized as an “open” discussion which as per the Webster’s Dictionary 

states the following; not settled or decided; free from legal restriction; free from effective regulations; not 
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closed against access; accessible; available; not hidden or secret. There are many more meanings to the 

word open but none restrict an entrance to a discussion or a meeting once declared as “OPEN”. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE HUMILIATION DEFAMATION AND DEGRADING OF PERSON 

My son Dr. Lawrence Rosenberg in the company of Manfred Brecker appeared at 10:00 AM to 

enter in the discussions as publicized. As they opened the door to the card room where the 

informal discussion was taking place, ready to take seats and participate, Mark Zucker stopped 

them in their tracks and SHAMED THEM IN FRONT OF THE PRIOR ASSEMBLED 

MEMBERS. Mark Zucker stated out loud that he will not allow my son entrance and if insisted 

he finds it necessary to “cancel the discussions”. That must be considered a threat which is part 

of my complaint. Upon such a threat from what I consider a “Bully” there was no retreat that 

would leave my Son with any kind of standing amongst his peers. My son and Mr. Brecker had 

to stand their ground which was within their rights. Mark Zucker actions must be considered 

“BULLY TACTICS”.  

It would have been appropriate if Mark Zuckers intend was not to display “Bully Tactics.” Showcasing 

both my Son and Mr. Brecker as “wrongdoers” in front of the assemblage was not the way forward in a 

private club atmosphere. He had to excuse himself and ask us to exit with him for a discussion regarding 

his failure to uphold our rights.) 

Mark Zucker without further hesitation than addressed the assemblage and state “the discussion 

is cancelled”. To my sons dismay the attendees filed past him with disapproving looks which 

brings me to the next portion of my grievance charge. 

 In accordance of Article XII Mark Zucker engaged in a behavior that is considered a 

“MISCONDUCT”. By Mark Zuckers illicit actions he endangered my sons and Mr. Breckers 

welfare, decorum and good reputation, friendly and congenial social relationships between 

members and the quiet enjoyment of the clubs amenities once again.  

The Grievance Committee must treat this unsupported action by Mr. Zucker as an action not 

against my son Dr. Rosenberg but an action against any member in the future. Filing a grievance 

charge against another member is a serious affair and must be treated as such by your 

committee using and familiarizing yourself with the By-Laws. Dismissing this complaint with 

the usual message that the complaint does not reach the level of a grievance cannot be condoned 

by this member. We are already taking this matter into the District Court for a Declaratory 

Judgement so the issue of it being a valid complaint has already passed the muster test. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Rosenberg 
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